ktMINE Agreements App
Boost Your IP Intelligence With Insights into Licensing and Transactional Behaviors
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Boost your intellectual property (IP) intelligence with insights into licensing and
transactional behaviors. ktMINE Agreements is your go-to resource when questions
around license agreements arise. With an array of agreement types and search
filters, you have the flexibility to refine your search to fit your specific project needs.
ktMINE Agreements significantly reduces research time, maximizes your analysis
power and supports your decisions with market evidence.

Quickly Determine Value
Discerning the value of an IP asset can be difficult since not all licensing arrangements are made public. These
agreements are used to benchmark royalty rates, perform valuations, and review deal structures. With ktMINE
Agreements, quickly find comparable licensing transactions and disclosed royalty rates without hours of
painful digging.

Credible and Accelerated Analyses
Refine your analysis with specific IP types such as patent, know-how, trademark, likeness, services, trade
secrets, software, and more. Nearly 80% of licenses cover territories outside the United States for large,
medium, and small size companies, both public and private. Narrow results with one-click responsive filters
and continue your analysis with access to agreement summary profiles and the full-text of the document.
Export and save for easy future review.

Robust Analytics
Engage with analytics by pinpointing data requiring action. Not only do Analytics provide payment trends,
agreement company connections, and licensed patents, they allow you to explore the agreements in detail.
Increase your analysis power with market intelligence for confident decision-making.

Expanding IP & Licensing Intelligence
IP Intelligence of licensing transactions has typically been limited to experts in the field due to the
misconception that agreements are not made public. With ktMINE Agreements, dispel that myth and uncover
game-changing insights gleaned from publicly available license agreements. Support IP licensing and valuation
with market evidence.
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ktMINE Agreements App

Gain insight into licensing and transactional behaviors of companies’ intellectual property in an industry or sector.
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With a repository of over 115,000 global agreements,
a wide range of agreement types, and powerful
filters, search the most extensive database of
agreements.
Search by full text, company, date, geography,
industry, patents, and more
Derived by analyst reviewed summaries
Create simple or sophisticated searches
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Review Results

Quickly scan results by reviewing summaries and
key licensing information.
Narrow results with one-click filters
Access analyst derived profiles
View royalties, patents, parties, and
other relevant data points
Dive deep into full text files

Analyze

Analyze using the method that is most convenient to you. Export the documents as needed, save searches,
and save agreements as a set for future review. In-depth profiles with connected patent data reveal insights
without the painful digging. Big picture context and trends for an entire set of agreements such as royalty
rate trends, connected parties, and licensed patents are illustrated in Analytics.
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